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PARABLE OF THE WET WINDSHIELD 

(Stress Relief) 

 

 Stress and pressure in our hurry-up-to-stand-in-line world is like raindrops accumulating 

on my car’s windshield.  For awhile I can hold off using the windshield wipers (for what reason 

I’m not quite sure) and still see well enough to drive.  But if it continues to rain, eventually I 

have to either pull over and stop driving or let the wipers do what they were designed for. 

 The stress in our lives builds up gradually—at first just a drop or two. We know it’s there 

but it’s nothing we can’t see through or work around so we shrug it off and carry on business as 

usual. 

 But if it keeps coming, even if only a few drops at a time, our vision will begin to be 

obstructed.  It affects how we see things, our attitude toward them, even our judgment in how to 

handle them.  The drugstore shelves are lined with “vision clarifiers” and physchiatrists’ offices 

filled with those seeking “symptom relief.” 

 So what is the solution to stress?  Eliminate the source?  Withdraw from it?  Good.  But 

what if that’s not possible.  The forecast is for rain and more rain and you’ve got to “hit the 

road.”  The very least you can do is to keep the wipers going.  God has designed us with built-in 

wipers – things we can keep in action to help clear the way. There are many but below are seven.  

You’ve heard them many times before but that should tell you they must work and maybe worth 

your effort. 

-  Take time to eat 3 balanced meals a day, at least one of which is at a table with the 

family.  Note:  A balanced meal is not a fast hamburger and fries on the road or a 

carry-out carton of cholesterol. 

-  Get at least 7 hours of sleep a night (and sneak in a half-hour nap if at all possible). 

 -  Exercise  - Hate it but do it! 

-  Do at least one “fun thing” each day even if only for 15 minutes – something   

    you like to, not have to, do. 

-  Prioritize  - fill each day with only what you can healthfully handle. 

-  Pray  - Take time daily to talk with God as you would a best friend. 

-  Serve  - Find something good to do for someone else.  Adopt a servant heart. 

    

 And what’s so special about these “wipers” is that if they are already in place before 

stress comes, they will keep it away so effectively, you will scarcely know it has begun to rain.  

And best of all, they are available now, cost very little, and never wear out.  Better stock up 

today.  

 

 

 What the Word has to say:  Matthew 10:29-31 (NLT):  Not even a sparrow, worth only 

half a penny, can fall to the ground without your Father knowing it. And the very hairs on your 

head are all numbered.  So don’t be afraid; you are more valuable to Him than a whole flock of 

sparrows. 


